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LETTER FROM THE FILMMAKER

When I heard about the U.S. Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision
on the radio in 2010, I froze in the middle of my apartment. Like many
Americans, I found the concept that “corporations are people” and
“money is speech” ludicrous. But worse than that was the easily foreseeable consequence that fewer and fewer, wealthier and wealthier
people would soon control political power. I was not alone in my dismay. According to a May 2018 study from the University of Maryland
and nonpartisan research group Voice of the People, a wide majority of
Americans of all political stripes still feel the same way I did in 2010.
For a few years, I didn’t know quite what to do about my frustration
with our crippled campaign finance system. As a filmmaker, my first
impulse was to make a documentary about it. I explored a bit and discovered there weren’t any major films on the subject. Everybody, including campaign finance experts, told me it was a crucial topic, but
too abstract and obfuscated to be the subject of a film—not to mention
notoriously difficult to dramatize.
When I heard that my home state of Montana would be the only state
to fight back against Citizens United in the U.S. Supreme Court, everything changed. As a fourth-generation Montanan—Montana is a state
where people routinely introduce themselves that way—I knew I could
tell a compelling story of campaign finance through the eyes of real

Director Kimberly Reed.

people. I grabbed the best camera I could get my hands on and started

Photo courtesy of Claire Jones

filming.
That journey, which started in 2012, led me across the state and to D.C. up until 2017. The only way to really understand how
the dark money shell game works is to follow groups over multiple election cycles as they pop up, disintegrate, reconstitute
with different patriotic-sounding names and wreak mysterious havoc. It usually takes journalists years to uncover the damage that dark money causes, and by that time it is too late.
I played this game of whack-a-mole over three election cycles in what became the perfect environment to tell the campaign
finance story. The Treasure State, as Montana is known, was not only one of the first and hardest hit with dark money, but
also the state that fought back the hardest with grassroots citizen outrage. Our story puts a human face on that outrage.
As we told this story through the lives of real people, we made a concerted effort to share stories from both sides of the aisle.
In fact, several featured subjects are Republican legislators who are attacked by members of their own party. It was important to me to remind folks that campaign spending is not a liberal or conservative issue—it’s something that affects all Americans, not just Montanans, regardless of ideology.
I was blessed to have access to people in the highest levels of state government. I chose to focus the story on John S. Adams,
an investigative reporter who “follows the money” during a controversial trial, which culminates in a gripping courtroom
thriller that exemplifies the campaign finance battle. The documentary gods were smiling upon our film, and it was a thrill to
watch it all unfold as we were filming.
Money in politics has never been more crucial or timely. Dark money contributions increased a stunning 60-fold in 2012 (the
first election after Citizens United). I am excited that viewers will be able to see this film in the midst of the 2018 election cycle.
I believe campaign spending is the most fundamental political issue of our time, and the film comes at a time when solving
it is critical. I hope Dark Money will educate and inspire people to demand reform.
Kimberly Reed
Director/Producer, Dark Money
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INTRODUCTION

Montana is known for its vast wilderness and pristine moun-

John S. Adams in the Montana Capitol building.

tain landscapes. Dark Money takes viewers behind the post-

Photo courtesy of Dark Money

card-ready vistas, showing the Treasure State’s fight to
preserve fair elections.
The film follows a local journalist who exposes the impact of
untraceable corporate money on Montana’s elections and
elected officials. John S. Adams meticulously documents
special interest mega-donors who use money to sabotage
candidates and hide their campaign contributions behind
patriotically-named front groups. The film follows the fight
against dark money in Montana led by indefatigable reporters, attorneys, elected officials, and local activists. Their
experience is a case study for resistance to political influence-peddling across the nation since the Supreme Court’s
2011 Citizens United decision.
Dark Money raises a crucial question relevant to all Americans: can democracy withstand the influence of corporations who can now — sometimes legally — circumvent public
lobbying rules to secretly buy legislative and judicial obedience? It also shows how Montana fought back — and
won.
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POTENTIAL PARTNERS

KEY ISSUES

Dark Money is well suited for use in a variety of settings

Dark Money is an excellent tool for outreach and will be of

and is especially recommended for use with:

special interest to people looking to explore the following
topics:

•

Your local PBS station

•

Groups that have discussed previous PBS and POV

•

campaign finance reform

films relating to campaigns, politics, and power,

•

Citizens United

including Election Day, Getting Back to Abnormal,

•

democracy

•

elections

•

ethics & corruption

“Key Issues” section

•

Federal Election Commission

•

High school students, youth groups, and clubs

•

good governance practices

•

Faith-based organizations and institutions

•

government oversight

•

Cultural, art and historical organizations,

•

investigative journalism

institutions, and museums

•

Koch Brothers

Civic, fraternal, and community groups

•

campaign finance law

Academic departments and student groups at

•

Montana

•

political corruption / corporate influence

•

political science

•

role of free & independent press

•

states rights

•

U.S. history

•

unions / labor

•

media literacy

Campaign, Bill’s Run, Last Man Standing, or Street
Fight.
•

•
•

Groups focused on any of the issues listed in the

colleges, universities and high schools
•

Community organizations with a mission to
promote education and learning, such as local
libraries.

USING THIS GUIDE
This guide is an invitation to dialogue. It is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who
want to use Dark Money to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. In contrast to initiatives that
foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions conversations undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their thinking by sharing
viewpoints and listening actively.
The discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues
in the film. Rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests. And
be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized and
optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.
For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit www.pov.org/engage
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

According to OpenSecrets.org, “dark money” refers to po-

John S. Adams explains the flow of dark money.
Photo courtesy of Dark Money

litical spending meant to influence the decision of a voter,
where the donor is not disclosed and the source of the
money is unknown. Reported “dark money” spending in the
first year of the 2016 presidential election cycle was ten

https://www.followthemoney.org/research/institute-

times more than it was during the previous election cycle in

reports/scorecard-essential-disclosure-requirements-for-

2012. This type of spending is controversial because voters

contributions-to-state-campaigns-2016

are unable to track who might be influencing the campaign
messages they are receiving via phones, mail, the Internet
and other media. If voters don’t know the source, it is very
difficult for voters to make informed decisions, a core tenet
of democracy.

To prep for a productive discussion, gather basic information about dark money laws in your state via the organizations listed in the Resources section. Do research via inn.org
to find out which local reporters are focusing on dark money
and consider inviting them to speak. Grounding the conver-

But, is it legal? Current federal law allows donors to make

sation in local issues will leave community members feeling

unlimited contributions to nonprofit groups and Super PACs.

energized and ready for action.

Neither of these groups can legally coordinate their activities
with candidates or campaigns. Super PACs must disclose
their donors; nonprofits do not. Nonprofit groups can spend
unlimited dark money. Each state has its own disclosure
laws. Want to know more about the laws in your state? The
National Institute for Money in Politics created this
state-by-state scorecard:
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SELECT PEOPLE

Selected People Featured in Dark Money
MONTANA STATE LEGISLATORS

Debra Bonogofsky – Republican targeted by dark money
interests who filed a formal complaint that eventually led to
the conviction of Art Wittich

Rob Cook – State Representative (R) targeted by dark money

Amanda Curtis – State Representative, teacher (D)

Art Wittich – State Senate Majority Leader, State
Representative (R), eventually found to have violated state
campaign finance laws

interests

Frank Garner – Republican Representative targeted by
Americans for Prosperity for refusing to sign a pledge that he
would vote against Medicaid expansion
Llew Jones – State Senator and Finance Chair (R)
John Ward – Conservative Republican business owner who
was defeated by misleading opposition flyers funded by dark
money

Jeff Welborn – Republican targeted by Americans for
Prosperity; shows up at one of their “town hall” meetings
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SELECT PEOPLE

Selected People Featured in Dark Money
OTHER MONTANA OFFICIALS

Steve Bullock – (D) as Attorney General unsuccessfully
defended some of Montana’s campaign finance laws against
Citizens United challenges; as Governor signed the Montana
DISCLOSE Act

Gene Jarussi – attorney who came out of retirement to
investigate and prosecute campaign violations

Jaime MacNaughton – General Counsel for the Commissioner of Political Practices
Jonathan Motl – Commissioner of Political Practices
Jim Nelson – Former Montana Supreme Court Justice
Jon Tester – Senator (D) representing Montana
Mike Wheat – Montana Supreme Court Justice

JOURNALISTS & ANALYSTS
Chuck Johnson – Capitol Bureau Chief for
Lee Newspapers, based in Helena, Montana
David Parker – Montana State University
political science professor

John S. Adams – investigative journalist featured in the film,
who founded the Montana Free Press after the Great Falls
Tribune closed its capitol bureau
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SELECT PEOPLE

Selected People Featured in Dark Money
ACTIVISTS

Sarah Arnold – Former American Traditions Partnership
employee who testifies against Wittich

OTHERS

Ed Bender - Executive Director of the Helena-based National

Jim Brown – American Traditions Partnership legal counsel

Institute on Money in Politics

Mary Bottari – investigative reporter for the Wisconsin-based Center for Media and Democracy
John Heenan – consumer protection lawyer
Sheila Krumholz – Executive Director, Center for Responsive Politics
Zach Lahn – Americans for Prosperity organizer
Paul S. Ryan – VP for Policy & Litigation, Common Cause
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SELECT PEOPLE

Selected People Featured in Dark Money
FORMER FEC MEMBERS

Anne Ravel (D) – sends resignation letter to President Trump

Trevor Potter (R) – former FEC Chair

Ellen Weintraub (D) – unsuccessfully challenges McGahn’s stalemate tactics
Don McGahn (R) – devised FEC stalemate; currently White House Counsel
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GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

The Montana State House in Helena,
where the state legislature convenes.

Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a
few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen or

Photo courtesy of Dark Money

pose a general question (examples below) and give people
some time to themselves to jot down or think about their
answers before opening the discussion:
•

If a friend asked you what this film was about, what
would you say?

•

Did anything in the film surprise you?

•

If you could ask anyone in the film a single question,

At the end of your discussion, to help people synthesize
what they’ve experienced and move the focus from
dialogue to action steps, you may want to choose one of
these questions:
•

everyone knew? What would change if everyone

what would you ask and to whom?
•

What “big question” was the filmmaker trying to
answer and how do you know? What was the answer

knew it?
•

What did you learn from this film? Did it spark any
new insights?

•

Describe a moment or scene in the film that you
found particularly disturbing or moving.
What was it about that scene that was especially

If you could require one person (or one group) to
view this film, who would it be? What do you hope

and do you think they got it right?
•

What did you learn from this film that you wish

their main takeaway would be?
•

I think this film is important because
_____________________________________.

•

I am inspired by this film (or discussion) to
_____________________________________.

compelling for you?
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Understanding Dark Money

Protesters against dark money in Washington D.C.
Photo courtesy of Dark Money

Llew Jones defines dark money as “advertising where you
don't know who's paying for the ads.” How would you define
dark money?
What did you learn from the film about “dark money” and

Money as Speech / Citizens United

the ways in which 501c4 organizations are used to protect

Supporters of the Citizens United decision see money as a

the anonymity of donors and influence elections?

form of expression that is protected by the Constitutional

Former state legislator, Llew Jones, wonders about the
sources and recipients of dark money: “I don't know what
their end game is.” What do you see as their end game?

right to freedom of speech. As legal analyst Jeffrey Toobin
described it, under Citizens United’s interpretation of the
First Amendment, campaign contributions are “the same as
holding a sign.” What does free speech mean to you? Do you

The film points to the remnants of the Berkeley Pit, a former

consider large-scale spending by companies to be constitu-

open pit copper mine, (now a Superfund site sitting at the

tionally protected “speech”?

headwaters of the Columbia River in Butte) as a symbol of
the excesses of capitalism and corporate control of government. What’s the link between the mine and current debates
over dark money?
Based on what you see in the film, can you think of any ways
that dark money benefits average citizens?

Representative Rob Cook says, “The magnitude of the
money actually destroys your freedom of speech.” In contrast, those who “primaried” him view Citizens United as a
victory for free speech. What do you think? In what ways
can unlimited spending on elections suppress rather than expand free speech? How might supporters of Citizens United
respond to Cook’s assertion?
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Montana's State Capitol building at dawn.

Steve Bullock observes, “We've seen the rise of dark money

Photo courtesy of Dark Money

groups that target candidates, yet refuse to tell the voting
public who they really are and what they really represent.” Is
it possible to define campaign spending as free speech if no
one knows who is doing the speaking?
American Tradition Partnership argued that Montana’s campaign finance laws were illegal because “the statute singles
out corporations and prohibits them from doing something
that everyone else in Montana can do.” (In U.S. law, corporations are considered to have “personhood”, meaning that
they enjoy some of the same legal rights and responsibilities

and spend funds without reporting it. "So you can give me as
much as you want. You don't have to say who you are, I
don't have to say who you are, and the courts have just
made it legal for you to basically bribe me." In your view, is
dark money inherently a form of bribery? How might supporters answer the accusation that Citizens United legalized
bribery?

as individual humans.) Do you find ATP’s argument convincing? Why or why not?

Understanding Tactics

Montana was the only state to defend their campaign fi-

Llew Jones asks what dark money supporters mean when

nance laws against Citizen United challenges. What lessons
about corporate influence did Montana learn from their history that other states apparently did not? Whose interests
were served by gutting Montana’s protections?

they say, "We want smaller government, more liberty, and
more freedom!" Rob Cook clarifies, “Every [Republican]
wants smaller government, less taxes, more freedom…Define
for me how you're going to get there and then I'll decide if

Journalist John S. Adams explains that candidates can’t

that's the proper plan for those things… What goes away in

take large donations directly, but under Citizens

your world of smaller government?” If you had to reduce the

United, they can set up a 501c4 account to accept

size of government, what would you eliminate?
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Jim Brown of American Traditions Partnership says, “I don't

Montana Commission of Political Practices building.
Photo courtesy of Dark Money

believe that there's too much money in politics. So it should
be unlimited.” Is unlimited spending more or less likely to
create fair elections in which all voices have an equal chance

How does unlimited spending by anonymous people, cor-

to be heard? Explain your reasoning.

porations, or organizations enhance or detract from public

We learn that in Wisconsin, documents establishing coordi-

trust? What are the likely outcomes if the public stops trust-

nation between Gov. Scott Walker’s campaign and dark

ing its government?

money groups were kept hidden from the public and investigations were blocked by state Supreme Court justices who
had received dark money support. Mary Bottari, from the

Examining Specific Tactics

Center for Media and Democracy says, “It's really a caution-

Republican Llew Jones describes a group that was created

ary tale for the rest of the country.” If it’s a cautionary tale,

specifically to oppose his candidacy: “Mothers Against Child

what’s the moral of Wisconsin’s story?

Predators was not about mothers at all. It was two people,

Attorney Gene Jarussi says that everyone understands how
lobbyists operate and expects them to try to influence legislation. “What we're not used to [are groups that say] ‘We
don't want to have to lobby anyone. We want to own them.

and a lady treasurer…” Does the size of a group matter to
you? Does it matter enough to require that membership
numbers be made public in the materials or ads that groups
distribute?

Right from the beginning we will pick our candidates. We

Llew Jones notes that dark money groups “wait till the last

will get our candidates elected then we don't have to lobby

30 days because then it becomes all about money.” How,

any of them. We've got it.’” What are the key differ-

specifically, do last minute attacks give an advantage to can-

ences between the two scenarios? Why would

didates with “deep pockets”? What is the impact of this

Jarussi accept the former but oppose the latter?

spending on voters’ ability to discuss public policy?
DISCUSSION GUIDE
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

Republican state legislator Debra Bonogofsky, who was targeted and lost, notes that attacks include multiple mailings

The Corrupt Practices Act declared that corporations can't
make contributions in Montana state elections.
Photo courtesy of Dark Money

that exaggerate or distort a candidate’s voting records because “they don't care if they lie.” How does anonymity increase the likelihood of deception as a tactic? Do you think

point does an organization’s name shift from being savvy

anonymous spending is more likely to produce positive or

marketing to being misleading?

negative ads?

An attendee at an Americans for Prosperity “town hall” is

What was your reaction to the bloc voting strategy that ren-

surprised to find that there won’t be any questions, conver-

dered the Federal Elections Commission impotent? Who

sation, or critical thinking. Event speaker Zac Lahn responds,

benefits and who is harmed if there is no effective oversight

“Different definitions of ‘town hall.’” What would you expect

of campaigns or elections? What would you recommend to

from a town hall? Why might Americans for Prosperity

end the stalemate that prevents investigations of campaign

choose to use the term? Why would it hesitate to allow

finance violations from moving forward? How would you as-

questions or dialogue at its events?

sure nonpartisanship in investigations?

Rob Cook says, “It's important to understand that the ideology that dark money supports isn't Republican at all. It’s re-

Language

ally a Libertarian ideology...They won't say public school. It's

State legislator Amanda Curtis mocks the name of the National Right to Work organization (that sets up Western Tradition

Partnership,

aka

American

Traditions

now government school.” What do you think of when you
hear each of those terms? Why would they use government
instead of public?

Partnership), saying it’s more like the “right to work

ATP’s Jim Brown condemns what he sees as “the willingness

for less or right to work, maybe” group. At what

of the citizenry to just abdicate to the federal government
DISCUSSION GUIDE
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

the ability to regulate participation in our government and to
restrict our ability to speak freely.” Who do you suppose is
included in Brown’s use of the preposition “our”? In your

Dark money-funded attack ads against Montana
State Representative John Ward (Republican),
who lost his reelection bid.
Photo courtesy of Dark Money

view, is “abdicate” an accurate description of the actions of
those who support campaign finance reform or regulation?
What do you think of this approach? Do you think it would

Constructing a Fair & Equitable System

lead to more or less equitable elections?
Llew Jones describes dark money as an “abuse” of free

Former FEC Commissioner Anne Ravel argues that,

speech. As John S. Adams explains, “I can't debate them. I

“Throughout this country, people are saying ‘we do not want

can't interview them; I can't pick up the phone and say, ‘Hey,

the campaign finance system that we now have.’” If she is

what's your interest in candidate X?’ because I don't know

correct, why do you suppose that citizens haven’t yet

who they are. We'll never know.” Would you support requir-

changed the system? What changes, if any, would you sup-

ing full transparency of all sources of campaign donations

port?

and advocacy group expenditures? Why or why not?

Center for Representative Politics Executive Director Sheila

Senator Jon Tester describes the idea of “citizen legislators:”

Krumholz says of the Disclose Act, “Montana really stands

“Same system our forefathers did. They worked their real

as a beacon of hope and an example for other states to fol-

jobs and then they went to Washington D.C. and they made

low.” What lessons do you think other states should learn

laws that affected the whole country. Montana still carries

from Montana’s experience?

on that tradition in their legislature.” Do you see “citizen leg-

Some states and municipalities have implemented pub-

islators” as desirable? Preferable? Viable? What are the ben-

lic funding of elections, meaning that all candidates

efits and drawbacks? Who is likely to hold office in such a

work with the same amount of campaign funding.

system and who is typically left out? Do you think citizen
DISCUSSION GUIDE
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

legislators are any more or less likely to be influenced by
outside money than “professional” politicians? Explain your

Art Wittich's attorney, Lucinda Luetkemeyer, had
represented clients successfully in "right to work" cases in
Wisconsin before coming to Montana to defend Wittich.

reasoning.

Photo courtesy of Dark Money

John S. Adams explains, “When they created a citizen legislature, the idea was that it would be those of us who live in
these places to come and represent the communities that
we live in, to make decisions about the direction we want

effort that is perennially underfunded. Why do you think
they might be underfunded?

the state to go in.” If our representative system of govern-

Art Wittich’s attorney said that the case against him was

ment is based on the notion that elected officials represent

“government overreach.” What do you think? Did you find

the people in their districts, should outside money be com-

that argument convincing? Do you think there should be lim-

pletely banned? Why or why not?

its on government regulation of campaign financing, and if

Sheila Krumholz notes that in the wake of Citizens United,
“thousands of new organizations are trying to persuade
Americans to vote one way and not the other” and we have

so, where would you draw the line? Do you think government should be permitted to place any limits on speech in
the form of campaign donations? Why or why not?

no way of knowing if the sources of their funding are or

Citizens United rendered illegal Montana’s century-old cam-

“coming from foreign corporations or governments.” Do you

paign finance laws banning corporate funding. Under what

think the government should take action to prevent foreign

circumstances should states’ rights or local control apply,

entities from influencing U.S. elections? How would you pre-

and when should federal rules supersede state practices?

vent foreign entities from influencing U.S. elections?
Jonathan Motl, Montana’s Commissioner of Public
Practices, leads a small staff in a tiny office for an
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DISCUSSION PROMPTS

The Role of the Press
John S. Adams declares, “If I want the future generations to
be able to have access to the things that I value so much

John Adams learns how a rightwing coalition called the
National Right To Work Committee vetted and selected
candidates for state offices.
Photo courtesy of Dark Money

here in Montana then it’s going to require a strong, independent, fearless watchdog media to keep an eye on the
people in power.” What did you learn from the film about
the role of an independent press in a vibrant democracy?
Lee Newspapers owns five of Montana's largest papers,
based in Montana’s largest cities. What did the state’s residents lose when the media company decided to close its
state capitol bureau?
Reporter John S. Adams says, “the number one rule of political or watchdog reporting is: Follow the money.” What

Additional media literacy questions are available at:

happens if you can’t follow the money? How does dark

www.pbs.org/pov/educators/media-literacy.php

money hamper the power of the press?
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TAKING ACTION

Chuck Johnson explains that Montana's Commissioner of Political Practices is very understaffed.
Incumbent legislators determine its funding, and it is in their interests to limit the office's power.
Photo courtesy of Photo courtesy of Dark Money

•

Host debates on the harms/benefits of: public financing of campaigns, overturning Citizens United, or
requiring full transparency for all political contributions. Consider promoting two solutions mentioned in
the film: public financing of elections (with small-donor matching funds) and democracy vouchers (as
piloted in Seattle).

•

Vote. Encourage/register others to vote.

•

Meet with your elected officials. Consider asking them to reject anonymous contributions or to explain
why they need secret donors. Volunteer to help candidates who share your views.

•

Become an activist shareholder in companies in which you own stock. Pose motions at annual shareholder
meetings requiring the company to publicly disclose all political contributions.

•

Support your local nonprofit news site. The Institute for Nonprofit News has 175+ member organizations:
https://inn.org/members/.

•

Learn about your local disclosure laws, efforts to weaken them and what you can do to strengthen them.
Speak up when you think your state’s disclosure laws are being violated. Is your mailbox filled with
campaign flyers making dubious claims? Contact your state disclosure board
(https://www.followthemoney.org/resources/state-disclosure-agencies) and ask them to investigate.

•

Lobby state officials to fully fund election watchdog agencies and nonpartisan boards of elections to
preside over fair campaigns and voting.
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RESOURCES

FILM-RELATED WEB SITES

pbs.org/pov/darkmoney
Offers a streaming video trailer for the film; an interview

darkmoneyfilm.com
In addition to information about the film, the website in-

with filmmaker; a list of related books; a downloadable discussion guide; and a lesson plan.

cludes suggestions for action, links to organizations working on campaign finance reform, and more.

Also see pbs.org/pov/blog/povdocs/2015/11/electionlesson-plans-resources/, a collection of past POV films
and lesson plans related to elections.

Campaign Finance and Democracy

DEMOS
https://www.demos.org/issue/campaign-finance-reform

CENTER FOR RESPONSIVE POLITICS
opensecrets.org

Deploys original research, advocacy, litigation, and
strategic communications to shift power from wealthy

This independent nonprofit provides data and analysis

donors to working people and empower all Americans to

related to tracking money in U.S. politics and its influence

participate more fully in our democracy.

on elections and public policy.
MOVE TO AMEND
NATIONAL INSTITUTE ON MONEY IN POLITICS
followthemoney.org

https://movetoamend.org/
A coalition of organizations and individuals working to

Offers a variety of tools (searchable by state and district)

pass an amendment to the US Constitution to unequiv-

that track spending by lobbyists, independent

ocally state that inalienable rights belong to human beings

contributors, and more.

only, and that money is not a form of protected free

SOURCEWATCH

speech under the First Amendment and can be regulated
in political campaigns.

sourcewatch.org
A wiki run by the Center for Media and Democracy that

REPRESENT US

names and tracks corporate and donor “front” groups.

https://represent.us/

AMERICAN PROMISE

Brings together conservatives, progressives, and everyone
in between to pass powerful anti-corruption laws that stop

http://www.americanpromise.net/

political bribery, end secret money, and fix our broken

Brings Americans together to win the 28th Amendment to

elections.

the U.S. Constitution to secure fair elections, effective
representation of the people, and a republic where we
citizens - not money, not corporations, not special
interests - govern ourselves.
COMMON CAUSE
https://www.commoncause.org/our-work/moneyinfluence/
Works to build a democracy in which every voice is
represented, not just the voices of a few, wealthy special
interests.
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RESOURCES

Free Press

Montana

THE INSTITUTE FOR NONPROFIT NEWS

MONTANA DISCLOSE ACT

https://inn.org/

http://laws.leg.mt.gov/legprd/LAW0210W$BSIV.Action
Query?P_BILL_NO1=289&P_BLTP_BILL_TYP_CD=SB&Z_
ACTION=Find&P_SESS=20151

Provides education and business support services to their
nonprofit member organizations and promotes the value
and benefit of public-service and investigative journalism.
THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC INTEGRITY
https://www.publicintegrity.org/
An investigative news organization that gives voice to the
public and sparks change by going behind closed doors to
reveal abuses of power in Washington.
MAPLIGHT
https://maplight.org/about/
Reveals the influence of money in politics, informs and
empowers voters, and advances reforms that promote a

The text and process of the bill passed in Montana that
requires disclosure of campaign fund expenditures and
source.
MONTANA COMMISSIONER OF POLITICAL PRACTICES
http://politicalpractices.mt.gov/
Official site of the state office tasked with overseeing
compliance to state campaign finance laws
MONTANA FREE PRESS
montanafreepress.org
The investigative news site founded by John S. Adams

more responsive democracy.
SOLUTIONS JOURNALISM NETWORK

Citizens United

https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/

U.S. COMMON SENSE

Works to spread the practice of solutions journalism:

uscommonsense.org/research/citizens-united/

rigorous reporting on responses to social problems. They

Overview of the Citizens United decision by a Stanford

seek to rebalance the news, so that every day people are

University project designed to help Americans understand

exposed to stories that help them understand problems

their government. For details of the case’s arguments, see

and challenges, and stories that show potential ways to

law.cornell.edu/supct/cert/08-205.

respond.
CITIZENS UNITED
citizensunited.org
The Koch Brothers-funded organization that won the
lawsuit declaring that corporations had a constitutionally
protected right to free speech and to spend unlimited
amounts of money.
FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
fec.gov
The website of the oversight agency includes information
about current rules governing campaigns and elections.
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Produced by American Documentary, Inc.,
POV is public television’s premier showcase
for nonfiction films. Since 1988, POV has been
the home for the world’s boldest contemporary filmmakers, celebrating intriguing personal stories that spark conversation and inspire action. Always an innovator, POV discovers fresh new voices
and creates interactive experiences that shine a light on social issues and elevate the art of storytelling. With our documentary
broadcasts, original online programming and dynamic community
engagement campaigns, we are committed to supporting films
that capture the imagination and present diverse perspectives.
POV films have won 37 Emmy® Awards, 21 George Foster
Peabody Awards, 12 Alfred I. duPont-Columbia University Awards,
three Academy Awards®, and the first-ever George Polk Documentary Film Award. The POV series has been honored with a
Special News & Documentary Emmy Award for Excellence in Television Documentary Filmmaking, three IDA Awards for Best Curated Series and the National Association of Latino Independent
Producers (NALIP) Award for Corporate Commitment to Diversity. Learn more at www.pbs.org/pov.
POV Spark (www.pbs.org/pov)
Since 1994, POV Digital has driven new storytelling initiatives
and interactive production for POV. The department has continually experimented with web-based documentaries, producing PBS' first program website and the first Snapchat-native
documentary. It has won major awards for its work, including a
Webby Award and over 19 nominations. Now with a singular
focus on incubating and distributing interactive productions,
POV Spark continues to explore the future of independent nonfiction media through its co-productions, acquisitions and POV
Labs, where media makers and technologists collaborate to reinvent storytelling forms.

POV Engage (www.pbs.org/pov/engage)
The POV Engage team works with educators, community organizations and PBS stations to present more than 800 free
screenings every year. In addition, we distribute free discussion
guides and standards-aligned lesson plans for each of our films.
With our community partners, we inspire dialogue around the
most important social issues of our time.
American Documentary, Inc. (www.amdoc.org)
American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia arts organization dedicated to creating, identifying and presenting
contemporary stories that express opinions and perspectives
rarely featured in mainstream media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst
for public culture, developing collaborative strategic engagement activities around socially relevant content on television,
online and in community settings. These activities are designed
to trigger action, from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities and community participation. AmDoc is a 501(c)(3)
not-for-profit organization.
Major funding for POV is provided by PBS, The John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, National Endowment for the Arts and the Wyncote Foundation. Additional funding comes from The John S.
and James Knight Foundation, Nancy Blachman and David desJardins, Bertha Foundation, Reva & David Logan Foundation,
Open Society Foundations, Chicago Media Project, Sage Foundation, Lefkofsky Family Foundation, The Academy of Motion
Pictures Arts and Sciences, New York State Council on the Arts,
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with
the City Council, Ann Tenenbaum and Thomas H. Lee and public television viewers. POV is presented by a consortium of public television stations, including KQED San Francisco, WGBH
Boston and THIRTEEN in association with WNET.ORG.

Front cover: John S Adams silhouetted
in the Montana Capitol building.

You can follow us on Twitter @POVengage

Photo courtesy of Dark Money

for the latest news from POV Engage.
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